**Finisher**

Trenchant

**Leg Trap Camel Clutch, 11-42.**

**Bionic Elbow,** 2 points.
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---

**Finisher**

Lobsterman

**"300 lb Lobster Tail Drop," 11-44.**

**"Crustacean Claw,"** 3 points.
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---

**Finisher**

Sergeant Slash

**"Government Issue Powerbomb," 11-35.**

**"Ten HUT" Knee Lift,** 3 points.
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---

**Finisher**

Freakenstein, Sr

**"Monster Mash" Body Stomp, 11-55.**

**Electro-Jolt(s),** 0 points.
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---

**Finisher**

The PGA Tour

**"Short Game" Sleeper Hold followed by chip shot from opponent's navel, 11-33.**

(VARIOUS INTERFENCES), 0 points.
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---

**Finisher**

Sam Banner

**"Star Spangled Power Slam," 11-56.**

**"Peace Keeper" Atomic Drop,** 4 points.
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---

**Finisher**

Kiss of Death Front Chinlock, 11-44.

* Curling Iron.
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---

**Finisher**

Game Winning Kick Big Boot, 11-36.
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---

**Finisher**

"Contractual Obligation" Straitjacket Crossface, 11-55.
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---

**Finisher**

Finisher move and range, 11-66. And here would be the second line.
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